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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental investigation on the influence of shading on mono-
crystalline (mono-Si) solar cell parameters. The variations of equivalent circuit parameters with
shading were determined and then used in modelling a mono-Si solar cell and a mono-Si photovoltaic
(PV) module under partial shading. It was found that the simulation by considering the parameter
variations with shading in the single cell model did not lead to a noticeable improvement in modelling
accuracy. However, for the PV module, a significant improvement in modelling accuracy in the
reverse bias region was achieved when considering all parameter variations in the model. A further
investigation was performed to identify the key parameters that are responsible for the improvement.
The results revealed that in addition to the photo-generated current, the shunt resistance also has a
significant effect on the model accuracy. A modelling approach was thus proposed, which includes
the variation of the shunt resistance with shading, in addition to the variation of the photo-generated
current. This approach was experimentally validated using a mono-Si PV module. The results show
that the proposed approach is more accurate, compared to the approach that considers only the
variation of the photo-generated current, without the need to include an avalanche breakdown term.

Keywords: shading effect; solar cells; photovoltaic modules; equivalent circuit parameters

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) technology converts solar energy into electricity. It is one of the
major contributors to the electricity generation worldwide. The main advantage of PV
technology is that it can be used everywhere around the globe due to the unlimited
availability of sunlight. In addition, PV technology can be used with a variety of power
ratings thanks to its modularity feature [1]. The partial shading of PV panels is an inevitable
issue that is caused by blocking the light from reaching the solar cells by neighboring objects,
such as trees and buildings, etc. [2]. Partial shading has a negative impact on the output
power of PV systems, in addition to other issues, such as hot spots, which could lead to a
damage of the shaded solar cells due to high temperatures [3]. Furthermore, it makes the
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) an intricate task due to the fact that the output
characteristics of the partially shaded PV systems exhibit multiple maximum power points
(MPPs) [4]. Therefore, modelling the electrical response of the PV systems under partial
shading provides useful information in understanding their behavior under real operation,
calculating energy yield [4] and evaluating the effectiveness of MPPT techniques [5].

A literature survey revealed that there are numerous partial shading models proposed.
They widely differ in terms of the modelling procedure and size of the PV systems [4]. The
equivalent circuit model that consists of a single diode with five parameters is commonly
used for the modelling of solar cells [6–27] and herein referred to as the single diode
five-parameter model. The model can be further simplified to reduce the computational
burdens by omitting the shunt resistance [28]. Moreover, the double diode equivalent
circuit model [5,29–35] employs an additional diode to consider the recombination that
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occurs in the space charge region of the solar cells [2]. This model improves the modelling
accuracy, particularly under low irradiance, at the expense of increasing the number of
parameters that need to be determined and the consequently modelling complexity [5].

Figure 1 depicts the equivalent circuit of the single diode five-parameter model. The
circuit consists of a current source representing the current generated by light, a diode
representing the p-n junction, and two resistances—the series resistance (Rs) and shunt
resistances (Rsh), representing the losses of the solar cells [2,36].
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The output current (I) of a solar cell can be expressed as [1,2]:

I = Iph − ID Ish = Iph −
(

exp
(

V + IRs

nVth

)
− 1
)

−
(

V + IRs

Rsh

)
(1)

where, Iph is the photo-generated current, ID is the current flowing through the diode, Ish is
the current flowing through the shunt resistance, Is is the reverse saturation current, V is
the output voltage, n is the ideality factor and Vth is the thermal voltage, which is given
by [1,2,36]:

Vth =
kT
q

(2)

where, T is the cell temperature in Kelvin scale, k is the Boltzmann constant, and q is
the electron charge. The five parameters in Equation (1) are Rs, Rsh, n, Is, and Iph, which
determine the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the equivalent circuit.

In partial shading modelling, most of the published models use a single solar cell as
the basic unit to model the PV systems [6–10,12,14–16,18–22,24–26,29,31–34]. In addition,
most of these models do not account for the variation of the equivalent circuit parameters
with shading. They assumed that the photo-generated current of the solar cell is the only
parameter that changes with shading. The other four parameters (i.e., Rs, Rsh, n, and Is)
are assumed constant. Two exceptions in this aspect are the works reported in [20,27]. In
the work by Wang et al. [20], the effect of frame shadow cast on a photovoltaic-thermal
system was investigated. In addition to Iph, the variation of Rs and Rsh with shading was
also included. However, there was no assessment on which parameter, Rs or Rsh, had more
influence on the model accuracy. In the work by Bharadwaj et al. [27], they proposed a
model of a PV module under partial shading at a sub-cell level. Each solar cell is divided
into several sub-cells connected in parallel and the variation of Rs, Rsh, Is, and Iph was taken
into account using the estimated values from the calculation. In addition, no assessment
was made to identify the parameters, whose variation has significant impact on model
accuracy.

An alternative approach is to include the avalanche breakdown effect originally pro-
posed by Bishop [6] to model the shading influence. This avalanche breakdown is added
as a multiplication term connected in series with the shunt resistance of the equivalent
circuit shown in Figure 1. This approach has proved to be sufficiently accurate to model the
shaded solar cells if this term is added to the single diode five-parameter model [6,25] or to
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the double diode model [31]. A similar concept that adds the avalanche breakdown term
in parallel with the shunt resistance was reported in [29] and implemented in the works
using a single diode five-parameter model [7,19,22] and a double diode model [32]. The
drawback of this approach is that the breakdown voltage needs to be determined. Since this
voltage varies significantly among the solar cells, even if they are from the same batch [37]
or within the same module [38], it is not available in the datasheet of the PV manufacturers.
Moreover, the determination of this voltage needs the dark reverse bias measurements of
the solar cells [38] and thus it is not readily available.

Clearly, it is more practical to explore the possibility of improving the model accuracy
of shading, based on the single diode five-parameter model that does not require the
avalanche breakdown term. In addition, it is beneficial to identify which equivalent
circuit parameter plays a dominant role in affecting the model accuracy of the shading
behavior. This paper presents an experimental study to determine the variation of the
equivalent circuit parameters with shading, followed by a detailed examination of the
model improvement by taking into account the shading effect on the equivalent circuit
parameters. The effect of the parameter variation with shading for each parameter was
investigated separately, in order to identify these that have a major impact on the model
accuracy of the shading behavior.

2. Experimental
2.1. Solar Cells Preparation

The mono-Si solar cells used in this work were supplied as a cut-wafer with a single
front busbar. Since solar cells are very brittle, it is necessary to support them mechanically
to avoid cell breakage. A printed circuit board (PCB) was used to hold the cell and facilitate
contact soldering following the work of [39] who used a direct copper bonded (DCB)
board. The PCB was designed using SolidWorks software and fabricated by the Electrical
Workshop at Cardiff University. The back contact of the cell was soldered to the PCB using
a hot-plate by heating the PCB and the cell with the solder in between. The front wire
ribbon and terminal wires were soldered to the copper pad on the PCB using a soldering
iron. A K-type thermocouple was attached to the copper pad and then the cell assembly
was mounted on a water-cooled copper heat exchanger with thermal paste (2.9 W/(m·K))
in between. Figure 2 shows a completed cell testing assembly, which was placed under the
light source for the partial shading experiment. The shading block shown in Figure 2 was
fabricated using 3D printing.
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2.2. PV Module Preparation

The PV module used in this work for the partial shading investigation was a 10 W
commercial module from Betop-camp that has a total dimension of 34 cm × 24 cm and
36 mono-Si solar cells connected in series. The module was divided into two cell-strings of
18 cells each and a bypass diode (IN5819) was soldered to each cell-string. A K-type ther-
mocouple was attached to the back of the module for monitoring the testing temperature.
A water-cooled aluminium heat exchanger was attached to the back of the module with the
thermal paste between the gaps. The water was supplied to the heat exchanger using insu-
lated tubes. To perform the partial shading experiments, the PV module testing assembly
was placed under the light source. The module is placed at the centre of a calibrated area
(see Appendix A) The partial shading was accomplished by applying an adhesive black
foam tape onto the part of the solar cell surface where it is to be shaded. Figure 3a shows
the configuration of the cells and bypass diodes, and Figure 3b shows a photograph of the
module under the shading experiment. The two fans were added to improve the cooling
effectiveness so that the module temperature can be maintained at 25 ◦C for a sufficient
amount of time to complete the measurements.
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2.3. Experimental Set-Up

The experimental set-up for characterising the solar cells and modules is depicted in
Figure 4. The light source (ARRISUN 60, ARRI, Munich, Germany) used in this work is a
rare-earth hot-restrike lamp (6000 HR UNP), which is located at the top of an environmental
chamber. The light source was calibrated, in terms of the spectral match, spatial non-
uniformity and temporal instability, based on the E927-10 standards. It was found to be
of Class BCA for the area that is suitable for the characterisation of all solar cells used
in this research. For the 10 W PV module characterisation, the spatial non-uniformity
was estimated as 18.9% (see Appendix A for details). Although this value is above the
Class C limit (10%) of the E927-10 standards, the non-uniformity at this level did not cause
any noticeable distortion to the shape of the I-V curves of the PV module when measured
without shading. In addition, the characteristic shape (such as the slope) of the I-V curves of
the PV module remains nearly the same when the partial shading was applied to different
solar cells, which are under a slightly different irradiance, due to non-uniformity. This
behavior indicates that the non-uniformity at this level has no impact on the data reliability
of this study (see Appendix B for details).
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For the solar cell testing, the light source irradiance was first measured at the centre of
a table inside the chamber using a reference cell (Solar Survey 200R, Seaward Electronic
Limited, Co. Durham, UK) and set to 1000 W/m2 by adjusting an electronic ballast that
regulates the lamp power. Then, the cell testing assembly described in Section 2.1 was
placed in the centre of the table under the calibrated light intensity. The insulated water
tubes were connected to a water circulator (GP-300) located outside the chamber. The
insulation of the tubes is necessary to avoid the heating of the water by the light. The
cell temperature was monitored using a thermocouple connected to a data logger (TC-08)
and a computer. The I-V curves were measured using a Keithley source meter (2601)
controlled by the computer using a special software. The PV module testing employs the
same procedures as that of the solar cell testing described above, with the light irradiance
of 1000 W/m2 measured at the centre of the module using the reference cell.

3. Effect of Shading on the Solar Cell Parameters

The solar cell used in this study has an active area of 0.78 cm2 (0.78 cm × 1 cm) as
shown in Figure 2. The shading effect on five parameters in the single diode model (i.e., Rs,
Rsh, n, Is, and Iph) were investigated. The parameters were extracted from experimental I-V
curves using the analytical method reported in [40], which is an improved version of [41].
In addition, the maximum power (Pmax), short circuit current (Isc), open circuit voltage
(Voc), fill factor (FF), efficiency, and characteristic resistance (Rch), were also extracted from
the experimental I-V curves.

The I-V curve was first measured without shading at standard test conditions (STCs),
which is defined as the irradiance of 1000 W/m2, air mass (AM) of 1.5, and solar cell
temperature of 25 ◦C [42]. The purpose of this experiment is to determine the errors of
the facility for the I-V measurements. Twelve measurements were carried out with four
measurements obtained per day in three days, during which the facility was shut down
after testing each day. The relative standard deviation (RSD) for each parameter was
calculated from the 12 measurements.

The partial shading experiment was performed by measuring the I-V curves with
the active area of the solar cell blocked by 0%, 25%, 50% and 75%, respectively. The
shading block was made using 3D printing (Ultimaker 2 Extended Plus, Ultimaker, Utrecht,
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Holland), which has a resolution of 12.5 µm. The shading block was positioned on the solar
cell with the assistance of a high-quality ruler and magnifying glass, which has an error of
0.2–0.3 mm. In addition, the correct percentage of the shading can be “verified” by checking
the corresponding percentage of the short circuit current with respect to the non-shading
case because the short circuit current changes linearly with the light intensity. Three I-V
curves were measured for each shading case. The parameters were extracted from the
average I-V curve of the three measurements. All I-V measurements were conducted in
STCs and the whole procedure was repeated on another day to ensure the reliability of
the test. The average value for each parameter was calculated and presented as a function
of the shading factor, α = Ash /AT , where Ash is the shaded area of the cell and AT is the
total cell area [26].

Figure 5a,e depict the equivalent circuit parameters as a function of the shading
factor. The error bars in the figures were determined from 12 measurements, as described
earlier. Since the error bars do not overlap in most cases, it is clear that the changes in the
parameters are due to the shading effect. The fitting equation of each parameter, together
with the corresponding coefficient of determination (R2), are also shown in the figures. It
can be seen in Figure 5a,b that both Rs and Rsh increase with the increasing shading area.
The variation of Rs is broadly in agreement with the data reported in [26], but the rate of the
increase is higher in the present work. This may be attributed to different solar cells used for
the investigations. A similar variation in Rs was also observed in [43], where a mono-Si cell
was investigated under a reduced irradiance. It is to be noted that the partial shading and
reducing the irradiance have the same effect on the parameters if the total light power is the
same for both cases [44]. However, the variation of Rsh exhibits a different behavior in [43].
Moreover, the variation of Rsh reported in [45,46] shows a good agreement with our results,
although it was derived from the PV module testing under varying irradiance. It can be
seen in Figure 5c that the ideality factor, n, increases approximately linearly with shading.
It remains within the typical value (between 1 and 2) of crystalline silicon solar cells [2] for
shading up to 25%. However, it exceeds this bound for shading of >30%. Figure 5d,e show
that the reverse saturation current, Is, increases with shading, whereas the photo-generated
current, Iph, decreases linearly with shading, as expected.

Figure 6a,f show the variation of the performance parameters with shading alongside
the fitting equations and R2. It can be seen that Pmax and Isc decrease linearly with shading.
As a result, the efficiency also decreases linearly with shading. However, Voc and FF exhibit
a nonlinear decrease with shading. The decrease of Voc is consistent with the findings of
another work [20]. Rch increases with shading in a similar way to these observed in Rs
and Rsh.
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4. Single Cell Model by Considering the Parameter Variation with Shading

When a solar cell is partially shaded, the overall irradiance on the cell is reduced. As
previously mentioned, it has been shown that the effect of partial shading on the solar cell
performance is the same as an equivalent irradiance reduction without shading [44]. Thus,
when modelling a solar cell under partial shading, we can add the shading factor (α) to the
solar cell equation (Equation (1)) to represent the irradiance reduction, due to shading in
a similar way to [26]. However, the work of [26] considered the effect of shading on the
photo-generated current only. In this work, we considered the effect of shading on all five
parameters in the solar cell equation. Using the experimental data presented in Figure 5a,e,
the empirical relations between the equivalent circuit parameters and the shading factor
were obtained as follows:

Rs =
(

34.0109 Rso α3
)
−
(

22.9749 Rso α2
)
+ (6.6189 Rso α) + Rso (3)

Rsh =
(

12.4389 Rsho α3
)
−
(

8.6252 Rsho α2
)
+ (3.349 Rsho α) + Rsho (4)

n =
(
−0.223 no α3

)
+
(

0.3643 no α2
)
+ (0.167 no α) + no (5)

Is =
(

10.3994 Iso α2
)
+ (0.645 Iso α) + Iso (6)

Iph = Ipho (1 − α) (7)

where Rso , Rsho , no , Iso , and Ipho are the equivalent circuit parameters determined
under the no shading condition. To evaluate the improvement of the model by taking
into account the variation of all five parameters with shading, a mono-Si solar cell from a
different batch to the one used to obtain the results of Figure 5a,e was selected to perform a
comparative study between the model simulation and experiment. The cell has an active
area of 0.8 cm2 (0.8 cm × 1 cm) and the testing assembly was prepared using the same
procedure described in Section 2.1. Table 1 lists the five parameters of the cell determined
from the experimental I-V curve in STCs without shading.

The theoretical I-V curves under 25%, 50%, and 75% shading were calculated using
Equation (1) with the five parameters defined by Equations (3)–(7) and the non-shading
values from Table 1. Equation (1) was solved in MATLAB using a publicly available
program [47], based on the Newton Raphson method. The calculated I-V and power-voltage
(P-V) curves are compared with the corresponding experimental results in Figure 7a,b. For
comparison, the I-V and P-V curves were also calculated by using the fixed equivalent
circuit parameters listed in Table 1, except for changing Iph with shading. It can be seen
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that both calculated curves show a good agreement with the experimental results. The
model that takes into account the variation of all parameters with shading does not provide
a better fit than the model that takes into account the variation of Iph only. This indicates
that considering the effect of shading on Iph alone can provide sufficient accuracy for
modelling the shading effect at the solar cell level. However, it is interesting to note that
this is not the case at module level, as discussed in Section 5.2.

Table 1. The equivalent circuit parameters of the solar cell (0.8 cm2 active area) in STCs. They were
used as the non-shading reference in the model for the calculation of the shading influence. The data
was extracted from an I-V curve obtained from the average of three measurements.

Parameter Non-Shading Value in STCs

Rso (Ω) 0.80
Rsho (kΩ) 0.36

no 2.05
Iso (µA) 0.47

Ipho (mA) 27.85
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results that consider the variation of Iph only: (a) I-V curves; (b) P-V curves. Each experimental curve
is the average of three measurements under a light irradiance of 1000 W/m2 at a cell temperature
of 25 ◦C.

5. PV Module Model by Considering the Parameter Variation with Shading

A PV module consists of multiple solar cells that are usually connected in series. It
is anticipated that the partial shading of a solar cell will affect the cell differently from a
PV module because the change caused by the partial shading in a cell will interact with
the rest of the unshaded cells. Clearly, it is important to investigate the effect of the partial
shading on a PV module where the variation of all equivalent circuit parameters is taken
into consideration. The parameter variation with shading described by Equations (3)–(6)
was used for this study.

5.1. PV Module Modelling Procedure

The model for the PV module used in this study was developed using MATLAB,
based on a well-established approach [19–21,25–27], which calculates the voltage of each
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cell according to its shading state and then adds the voltage of all cells to obtain the
total module voltage. The calculation procedure can be illustrated using a PV module
configuration shown in Figure 8 [21], which consists of s number of cell-strings and each
cell-string consists of c number of solar cells connected in series and protected by a bypass
diode. The calculation steps are described as follows.
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The module consists of a total of s strings with each string consist of c solar cells.

Once the five parameters of the PV module under the non-shading condition are
determined from its experimental I-V curve, the corresponding parameters for single cells
are derived from dividing the obtained values of Rs and Rsh by the number of total cells in
the module [48]. Subsequently, the parameters of the shaded cell or cells are adapted to the
actual shading condition, using Equations (3)–(7). The voltage of each cell (Vcell) is then
calculated, based on its photo-generated current (Iph,cell), which depends on the shading
percentage, from a piecewise approach presented in [21,26] and can be described using the
single diode five-parameter model by:

Vcell =


Solve for Vcell :

[
0 = Iph,cell − Is

(
exp

(
IRs+Vcell

nVth

)
− 1
)
−
(

IRs+Vcell
Rsh

)
−I
]

if 0 ≤ I ≤ Iph,cell

[
−
(

Rsh

(
I − Iph,cell

)) ]
− IRs if I > Iph,cell

(8)

Equation (8) implies that the cell is in a normal operation if 0 ≤ I ≤ Iph,cell , whereas
it is in the reverse bias operation, due to shading, if I > Iph,cell .

The next step is to determine the photo-generated current of each cell-string (Iph,st),
which is equal to the minimum Iph,cell among all cells in the cell-string, thus [27]:

Iph,st = min (I ph,cell) (9)

The voltage of each cell-string (Vst) is then calculated, according to its Iph,st from a
piecewise method presented in [21]:

Vst =



c
∑

i=1
Vcell,i if 0 ≤ I ≤ Iph,st

c
∑

i=1
Vcell,i if ( I > Iph,st ) and

(
c
∑

i=1
Vcell,i ≥ − VD

)
−VD if ( I > Iph,st ) and

(
c
∑

i=1
Vcell,i < − VD

) (10)

where, VD is the voltage of the bypass diodes, which is 0.7 V for the silicon diodes [21].
Equation (10) implies that if 0 ≤ I ≤ Iph,cell , the cell-string is in normal operation and the
voltage of the string is equal to the sum of the voltages of the individual cells. If I > Iph,st ,
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the shaded cells in a cell-string are reverse biased and the voltage of the cell-string will be
determined by one of the following cases: that is, if it is ≥ −VD , the cell-string voltage will
be equal to the sum of the voltages of all cells in the string; if it is < −VD , the cell-string
voltage will be equal to −VD , which is the voltage of the bypass diode in the conducting
state.

Finally, the PV module voltage (Vmo) is calculated by the summation of the voltages
of all cell-strings in the module [21,26]:

Vmo =
s

∑
j=1

Vst,j (11)

5.2. Model Considering Parameter Variation with Shading

The effect of the parameter variation with shading on the model accuracy of the
PV module was investigated, by comparison with the experimental results. The model
described in Section 5.1 was specifically adapted to simulate a real 10 W PV module shown
in Figure 3b. Initially, the module was measured without shading to determine its Pmax ,
Isc and Voc under an irradiance of 1000 W/m2, measured at the centre of the module and
at a module temperature of 25 ◦C, which gives 9.77 W, 0.516 A and 23.643 V, respectively.
The corresponding values given in the datasheet are 10 W, 0.61 A, and 21.88 V, respectively.
It is to be noted that the measured short circuit (Isc) is almost the same as the derived
photo-generated current (Ipho), indicating the non-significance of ID and Ish .

The equivalent circuit parameters for the PV module were determined from the mea-
sured I-V curve and the values for the individual cells were derived from the obtained
module data, as listed in Table 2. The derived equivalent circuit parameters for the indi-
vidual cells were then entered in the model as the initial input. Note that although VD of
the bypass diodes (IN5819) changes with the current and temperature, it remains to be
approximately 0.4 V during the experiments of this work.

Table 2. The equivalent circuit parameters of the 10 W PV module under an irradiance of 1000 W/m2

measured at the centre of the module and at a module temperature of 25 ◦C. The series and shunt
resistances for the individual cells were obtained by dividing Rso and Rsho by the number of cells. The
parameters of the individual cells were used as the non-shading reference in the model for calculation
of the shading influence. The data was extracted from the experimental I-V curve, based on the
average of three measurements.

Parameter Non-Shading Value in STCs for
PV Module

Non-Shading Value in STCs for
Individual Cells

Rso (Ω) 3.05 0.085
Rsho (kΩ) 4.5 0.125

no 0.74 0.74
Iso (nA) 6 × 10−7 6 × 10−7

Ipho (A) 0.516 0.516

For a clear comparison, the shading effect was investigated under a 75% blockage on a
single cell in cell-string 2 (see Figure 3a). The precise shading was achieved by carefully
positioning a black adhesive tape (see Figure 3b) on the solar cell. To identify the parameters
that have a significant influence on the model accuracy, the variation of the equivalent
circuit parameters described by Equations (3)–(7) was introduced into the model in the
following combinations, shown in Table 3. Note that the variation of Iph was included
in all cases because it is the main parameter to represent the shading influence on the
performance of the solar cell. Its influence is obvious and will not be repeated in the
following discussions.
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Table 3. Cases for considering the parameter variation with shading in the modelling of the
10 W PV module.

Case Parameters Considered

1 Only Iph
2 Iph and Rs
3 Iph and Rsh
4 Iph and n
5 Iph and Is
6 All five parameters

The I-V and P-V curves of the PV module were calculated, based on the cases de-
scribed above and the results were plotted in Figure 9a,b, respectively, together with the
experimental results obtained under the same conditions. The I-V and P-V curves at the
non-shading condition were also included. It can be seen that only two cases show a good
fit with the experimental data. One case (black dotted line) was obtained by including the
variations of all parameters and another case (red solid line) was obtained by considering
the variation of Rsh only. The other cases show a clear deviation from the experimental
data in the region between 11 V and 23 V, where the shaded cell is reversely biased.
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Figure 9. Experimental and calculated I-V and P-V curves of the 10 W PV module at the non-shading
and under 75% of shading on a single cell. The simulation was carried out by considering the
parameter variation with shading for six cases listed in Table 3: (a) I-V curves; (b) P-V curves. Each
experimental curve is the average of three measurements under a light irradiance of 1000 W/m2

measured at the centre of the module at a module temperature of 25 ◦C.

It is interesting to note that taking into account the variation of equivalent circuit
parameters with shading can improve the model accuracy of the PV modules even though
it has no effect on the model accuracy of a single cell (see Section 4). This finding reveals an
important implication that the parameter variation, which exhibits insignificant influence
at the device level, could have significant influence at the system level due to the interaction
among devices. Another interesting finding from this study is that the model accuracy is
mainly affected by the variation of Rsh. The other parameters do not exhibit a significant
effect on the model accuracy and hence their variation with shading can be neglected.
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5.3. Model Considering Variation of Shunt Resistance with Shading

The model accuracy that considers the variation of Rsh with shading for a different
shading percentage was evaluated experimentally. The PV module used in the previous
section was subjected to different shading cases, as described in Table 4. Cases 1 to 4
represent different percentages of shading imposed on a single cell, whereas case 5 and 6
represent the 50% shading imposed on two and four cells, respectively. The I-V curve for
each case was obtained from the average of three measurements. All experiments were
conducted under an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 measured at the centre of the module and at
a module temperature of 25 ◦C.

Table 4. The shading cases imposed on a 10 W PV module, consisting of two strings with 18 solar
cells in each string.

Shading Case Cell-String 1 Cell-String 2

1 No shading 1 cell 25% shading
2 No shading 1 cell 50% shading
3 No shading 1 cell 75% shading
4 No shading 1 cell 100% shading
5 No shading 2 cells 50% shading
6 No shading 4 cells 50% shading

The I-V curves corresponding to the above shading cases were also calculated using
the model under two different assumptions. The first one was calculated by assuming that
only Iph varies with shading, whereas the second one was calculated by assuming that both
Iph and Rsh vary with shading.

The experimental and calculated I-V and P-V curves for cases 1 to 4 are depicted in
Figure 10a,b, respectively. The results show a good agreement between the calculated and
experimental data over the reverse biased region for the model that considers the variation
of Rsh with shading. The model that considers only Iph variation (i.e., without taking into
account Rsh variation) exhibits significant deviation from the experimental data over the
reverse biased region. Furthermore, the deviation becomes more pronounced with the
increasing percentage of shading. Nevertheless, no appreciable deviation can be seen over
the other regions of the I-V and P-V curves, implying that considering the variation of Rsh
with shading only has an impact on the reverse biased region. This observation confirms
the strong correlation between Rsh and the reverse bias characteristics of the solar cells
reported in [8,49].

Figure 11a,b show the I-V and P-V curves for case 5 where the shading is imposed on
two solar cells. Figure 11c,d show the I-V and P-V curves for case 6 where four solar cells
in the same string were shaded. It can be seen that the deviation between the calculated
and experimental results decreases when the number of the shaded cells is increased. The
difference among the three sets of data becomes negligible when the number of the shaded
cells is increased to four. This indicates that the deviation caused by neglecting the variation
of Rsh is only significant for the cases where the shading occurs on one cell. When the
shading occurs on more than one cell, such deviation becomes negligible. This can be
attributed to the fact that the breakdown voltage shifts to higher negative values when
more cells are reverse biased, resulting in a flatter I–V curve in this region [7].
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6. Conclusions

A systematic investigation on the partial shading of mono-Si solar cells and its impact
on modelling was performed. The variation of equivalent circuit parameters with shading
was determined experimentally. The results were incorporated in the models of a single
solar cell and a PV module to evaluate the improvement in model accuracy. For the
single solar cells, the accuracy of the model that considers the variation of all parameters
with shading was compared with the model where only Iph variation is considered. The
results show that the improvement in accuracy when considering all parameters was not
significant. Hence, the model that considers the variation of only Iph is sufficient for the
accurate simulation of single solar cells. For the PV modules, a significant improvement in
model the accuracy was noticed when taking into account the variation of all parameters
and validated experimentally using a 10 W PV module. Further study revealed that
considering the variation of Rsh, in addition to Iph , played a key role for the observed
improvement, compared to the case that considered the variation of Iph only. Clearly, the
results of this work suggest that in order to achieve a more accurate modelling of the PV
modules, it is necessary to include the variation of both Iph and Rsh in the model for the
partial shading effect.

It is interesting to note that the improvement in model accuracy of the PV modules is
only significant for the case when only one cell is shaded. When the number of the cells are
increased, the model that considers only the variation of Iph can provide a similar accuracy
to that considering both variations of Iph and Rsh. This result indicates that the shading of
one cell in a PV module presents a unique characteristic that needs to be treated carefully,
to ensure accuracy.
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Appendix A Determination of Spatial Non-Uniformity

Figure A1 shows the measured light intensity distribution over an area of 40 cm × 40 cm,
which is divided into 16 squares of 10 cm × 10 cm. Using the data presented in Figure A1,
the spatial non-uniformity was calculated using the following equation, according to the
E927-10 standards:

SN= 100 %
(G max − Gmin)

(G max + Gmin)
(A1)

where SN is the spatial non-uniformity, Gmax and Gmin are the maximum and minimum
irradiance levels, respectively.
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Figure A1. The measured light intensity distribution over an area of 40 cm × 40 cm. The light
intensity was measured using a square of 10 cm × 10 cm as a unit. The dash line box indicates that
the position of the 10 W PV module during the test. The average light irradiance over the 10 W PV
module is 890 W/m2 when the irradiance intensity at the centre is set at 1000 W/m2.
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Appendix B The Effect of the Spatial Non-Uniformity on the Shape of the I–V Curves

Figure A2 shows the I-V curves obtained from a shading experiment using the 10 W
PV module placed at the centre of the 40 cm × 40 cm area (Figure A1) with an irradiance of
1000 W/m2 measured at the centre of the module, where the 50% of a solar cell was blocked.
The experiment was repeated by blocking each of the three different solar cells, respectively.
It can be seen that the three curves are not overlapped with each other. Instead, they
appear to show a shift along the vertical axis. This is due to the fact that the light intensity
received by these three cells are different, due to the non-uniformity of the light source (see
Figure A1). It is to be noted that the shape of the three curves remains approximately the
same, except for the vertical shift. This result indicates that the non-uniformity of the light
source causes a shift on the I-V curves but it has no significant effect on the slopes of the
I-V curves. As the key focus of this study is related to the investigation and understanding
of the slope change of the I-V curves (as shown in Figure 9), the results of Figure A2
demonstrate that the non-uniformity of the light source has no effect on the validity of
this study.
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